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Current-driven conformational changes, charging, and negative differential resistance
in molecular wires
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We introduce a theoretical approach based on scattering theory and total energy methods that treats transport
nonlinearities, conformational changes, and charging effects in molecular wires in a unified way. We apply this
approach to molecular wires consisting of chain molecules with different electronic and structural properties
bonded to metal contacts. We show that nonlinear transport in all of these systems can be understood in terms
of a singlephysical mechanism, and predict that negative differential resistance at high bias should be a generic
property of such molecular wires.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A molecular wire in its simplest definition is a single mo
ecule that forms an electrically conducting bridge betwee
pair of metallic contacts. During the last few years molecu
wires have been realized in the laboratory and the elec
current that flows through an individual molecule in respon
to a potential bias applied between the contacts has b
measured.1–4 The current-voltage characteristics of molec
lar wires are sensitive to the electronic structure of the m
ecule and contacts, which depends on the spatial arra
ment~conformation! of the atoms that make up the wire an
the distribution of electronic charge along the wire: Molec
lar wires have been observed to switch between conduc
and nonconducting states due to a voltage-induced redo
action, i.e., a change of the charge distribution in the wir5

and also in response to bias-driven conformational chang6

These experiments indicate that transport nonlinearities, c
formational changes, and charging in molecular wires
mutually interdependent phenomena, each of which
strongly influence the others, and that they should there
be treated theoretically in a unified way. Theoretical work
date has studied some of these phenom
independently3,7–13but there has been little work directed
bringing all three of them together within a single theoreti
framework.

In this article we introduce a tractable theoretical a
proach that unifies the three phenomena and present th
sults of self-consistent calculations for the simplest mole
lar wires, namely, small chain molecules bonded to me
electrodes. At low bias these molecular wires are conduc
or insulators depending on which atoms make up the ch
molecule and electrodes and on the number of atoms in
chain. Remarkably, we find that the nonlinear transport ch
acteristics of these apparently dissimilar systems are s
ingly similar and can be understood in terms of a sin
physical picture: We find that in the nonlinear transport
gime the molecular wire acquires excess electronic cha
This charge resides in a molecular orbital which, being pa
occupied, lies at the Fermi level and therefore controls e
tron transport through the molecule.~If there is no molecular
0163-1829/2001/64~12!/125318~5!/$20.00 64 1253
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orbital near the Fermi level at zero bias, we find that t
conformation of the molecule changes at finite bias in suc
way that a suitable orbital appears there.! As the bias in-
creases, the partly occupied orbital acquires more charge
the electrostatic contribution to its energy rises, together w
the electrochemical potential of the source electrode. W
this orbital rises well above the electrochemical potential
the drain electrode, the electron flux that it transmits fro
drain to source approaches zero and ceases to decline
increasing bias, while the flux that it transmits from source
drain cannot increase further significantly. Thus the net c
rent through the molecular wire saturates. At the same tim
charge density wave grows along the wire and atomic d
placements occur, lengthening and thus weakening cer
molecular bonds. We find the bond weakening to be su
cient that after saturating the current carried by the wire
creases as the bias increases further. We predict this neg
differential resistance phenomenon to be a generic prop
of molecular wires that involve chain molecules.

Section II presents the theoretical formulation of t
model that includes charge transfer and conformatio
change in the nonlinear transport regime. The transport c
acteristics of two simple linear-chain-like molecules~homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous! are presented in Sec. III base
on calculations using the model of Sec. II. Finally, Sec.
summarizes the results of this work.

II. THEORY

Recent theories of electronic transport in molecular wi
have been based on semiempirical tight-binding mod
~such as the extended Hu¨ckel model! and onab initio com-
putations that are founded on density functional theory.
standard values of the tight-binding model paramet
adopted from the quantum chemistry literature, the tig
binding models have yielded results that are similar to~and
often in semiquantitative agreement with! those obtained
from theab initio computations. For example, tight bindin
calculations11 have yielded current-voltage characteristics
the benzene dithiolate molecule bonded between gold na
contacts that are similar to those that have been found inab
initio calculations.7 These studies7,11 have made it eviden
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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that the differences between the results of the tight-bind
andab initio calculations for this system are less significa
than the uncertainties that are due to the present limited
derstanding of the conformational aspects of bonding
tween the molecule and metal contacts. Tight-binding ca
lations of electronic transport through molecular wir
consisting of chains of carbon atoms connecting metal c
tacts have also yielded results14 that agree remarkably we
with those found inab initio calculations for the same
systems.15 The ab initio calculations have the advantage
not relying on the use of empirical parameters. Howev
they are much more computationally intensive than tig
binding calculations. Therefore they are limited in their a
plication to smaller molecular systems and rely on the us
the jellium approximation to treat the metallic contacts. F
the same reason it is difficult to study conformation
changes using theab initio techniques and the molecule
were assumed to be rigid in the aboveab initio studies.7,15

Since theab initio calculations are based on density fun
tional theory, which is known to be rigorously valid only fo
ground state properties, their validity for transport calcu
tions far from equilibrium is uncertaina priori. Furthermore,
even in calculations of ground state properties they rely
practice on the use of the local density approximation. Ho
ever, it is reasonable to expect them to be more reliable t
calculations based on simpler mean field theories such a
Hartree-Fock approximation. While the Keldysh techniq
can in principle provide a more rigorous approach to
problem of transport far from equilibrium, its practical app
cation to real molecular wires still presents major challen
at this time.

A shortcoming of the tight-binding approach to molecu
wire transport has been that it has not provided a way
calculate the conformational changes that occur in a mole
lar wire when an electric current is driven through it, or
treat the influence of these conformational changes an
charging of the molecule on the current in a consistent w
within the same theoretical framework. The formalism th
we present below accomplishes this; however, it should
emphasized that it, like theab initio calculations mentioned
above, is based on density functional theory and sho
therefore also be regarded as a practical mean field appr
to the difficult many-body problem of transport in molecul
wires far from equilibrium, and not as a rigorous treatmen
this problem.

In our tight-binding formalism we represent the electron
energyE of the molecular wire as a functionalE@$Ni%# of
the numbersNi of electrons occupying atomic sitesi at
positionsRW i :

E@$Ni%#5K@$Ni%#2e(
i

NiVext~RW i !

1
1

2

e2

4pe0
(
iÞ j

NiNj

uRW i2RW j u
1F@$Ni%#. ~1!

This is a tight-binding analog of the Kohn-Sham16 density
functional: K@$Ni%# is the tight-binding energy of a nonin
teracting electron system with the same electron distribu
12531
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$Ni% as the interacting system andVext is the corresponding
external potential. The next term is the electrostatic inter
tion energy between electrons on different sites.F represents
the exchange-correlation energy and on-site interactions
the spirit of the Kohn-Sham local density approximation16

we approximateF in terms of a local functionf i(Ni) that
depends on the atomic species at sitei as F@$Ni%#
5( i f i(Ni). Varying E@$Ni%# with respect to$Ni% with the
conformation $RW i% held fixed we obtain the tight-binding
analog

(
jn

t i j
mnc jn

l 1~e im1f i !c im
l 5Elc im

l ~2!

of the Kohn-Sham equations for the effective one-elect
eigenstatesCl5c im

l u i ,m& and energy eigenvaluesEl. t i j
mn is

the hopping matrix element between orbitalsm and n on
atomsi and j, e im is the bare orbital energy,

f i52eVext~RW i !1
e2

4pe0
(
j Þ i

Nj

uRW i2RW j u
1

d f i~Ni !

dNi
, ~3!

and Vext includes potentials due to the bias applied to t
contacts and image charges.d f i(Ni)/dNi is the variation of
the electronic site energy with the electron occupationNi of
the site. In the numerical work reported below we appro
mate it byd f i(Ni)/dNi5(Ni2Ni

0)Ui whereNi
0 is the elec-

tron occupation of the neutral atom andUi is the on-site
interaction energy, whose value we take from the semiem
ical chemistry literature where it is estimated fro
experiment.17 It is possible to also include corrections to th
term that are of higher order in (Ni2Ni

0) since the relevant
empirical coefficients are available;17 we did not do so in our
numerical work because they are small for the species
we considered.

For a given molecular conformation$RW i% and applied bias
we solve Eq.~2! self-consistently withNi in Eq. ~3! obtained
by integrating(nuc in

l u2 over the occupied eigenstates of E
~2!. The electric current carried by the wire is then given
Landauer-Bu¨ttiker theory:

I ~V!5
2e

h E dE T~E,V!@F~E,ms!2F~E,md!#. ~4!

Equation~4! relates the currentI at finite bias voltageV to
the transmission probabilityT(E,V) for an electron to scatte
from the source metallic contact through the molecule a
into the drain at an energyE. F(E,m) is the Fermi function,
andms,d5EF6eV/2 are the source and drain electrochem
cal potentials withEF the common Fermi energy of the con
tacts. We obtainT(E,V) from the eigensolutionsCl of Eq.
~2! and the velocities of electron Bloch states in the conta
in the standard way.18

In the Landauer picture of transport that gives rise to E
~4!, the electrons populate scattering states that flow fr
deep in the contacts toward the wire according to the Fe
functions F(E,ma) of the contacts. These states are par
transmitted through the wire, giving rise to the currentI, and
partly reflected. We adopt the same physical picture in c
8-2
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CURRENT-DRIVEN CONFORMATIONAL CHANGES, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 125318
culating the actual conformation that the molecular w
takes in the presence of the applied bias and transmitted
rent: We assume that the asymptotic regions of the cont
constitute ideal leads where the electrons may be treate
noninteracting. We also assume that the filling of elect
states that are incident on the wire from each contact is
scribed completely by the Fermi function of that contact, i
it depends only on the applied bias and the temperature
not on the conformation of the wire.@In the present work the
single-particle states of Landauer theory are replaced by
Kohn-Sham-like effective single-particle states that are
self-consistent solutions of Eq.~2!.# Then, if electron scatter
ing at the wire is elastic, the conformation that the wire tak
is that which minimizes the total energy of the system,
filling of the asymptotic incident states with electrons bei
held fixed. The total energyEtot($Ri%) for any trial confor-
mation$Ri% is found from the self-consistent solution of E
~2!. Its electronic partEe is equal toE@$N̄i%# for the confor-
mation$Ri% ~and the fixed incident electron population! and
is given by

Ee5E E@Ds~E!F~E,ms!1Dd~E!F~E,md!#dE

12
e2

8pe0
(
iÞ j

N̄i N̄ j

uRW i2RW j u
1(

i
F2N̄i

d f i~N̄i !

dN̄i

1 f i~N̄i !G
~5!

whereN̄i is the self-consistent value ofNi that corresponds
to the solution of Eq.~2! andDs,d are density of states fac
tors for the asymptotic incident states in the contacts. Eq
tion ~5! is the nonequilibrium tight-binding analog of Eq
~2.10! of Ref. 16: The integrand in Eq.~5! corresponds to the
sum of the energy eigenvalues of the occupied Kohn-Sh
effective single-particle states. These single-particle st
correspond to electrons that arrive at the molecular wire fr
the source and drain leads and are populated according t
Fermi distributions of the source and drain leads, resp
tively. The first summation corrects for the double counti
of the Coulomb energy due to interactions between electr
that is implicit in the integral that precedes it. The seco
summation corrects the contribution of the on-site energy
the total electronic energy.

Ee includes implicitly the interaction energy between t
nuclei and the electrons of the wire but omits the elect
static energy of the nuclei of chargeeZi interacting with each
other and with the potentialVext due to the applied bias an
image charges in the contacts. Thus to find the actual c
formation of the wire we minimizeEtot($Ri%)5Ee($Ri%)
1En($Ri%) with respect to$Ri% where

En5
e2

8pe0
(
iÞ j

ZiZj

uRW i2RW j u
1e(

i
ZiVext~RW i !. ~6!

Notice that the energy eigenvalue integral in Eq.~5! is inde-
pendent of the conformation of the wire. This independe
is a consequence of working with an open system wit
12531
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continuous spectrum and of our adoption of the Landa
picture of the contacts discussed above.

III. PREDICTIONS FOR SOME SIMPLE MOLECULAR
WIRE SYSTEMS

We have applied this methodology to two classes
simple molecular wires consisting of chain molecul
bonded to metal contacts~see Fig. 1!. The contacts are mod
eled as single-channel ideal leads with Fermi energyEF
5210 eV and the energy band ranging from217 eV to
23 eV. They are assumed to form planar equipotential s
faces. For one class~inhomogeneous wires! the molecules
are representative of finite polyacetylene chains; we use
model parameters of Suet al.19 Each atom of the backbon
of the chain has a single orbital with bare energyeC

5211.4 eV, nearest-neighbor hoppingtC
0522.5 eV for

the undimerized case, and charging energyUC5211.5 eV.
Each end of the chain is bonded at a perpendicular dista
of 2 Å over a single metal atom of a gold electrode whi
has a bare orbital energyeM5210 eV, a charging energy
UM58.5 eV, and is coupled to the end of the chain with
hopping energytC,M

0 522 eV. For the other class~homoge-
neous wires!, which is representative of metal atomic chai
bonded to metal electrodes, the unrelaxed geometry is a
ear chain with a 2.5 Å spacing. The same bare orbital
charging energies are used as for the above gold metal e
trode atom, with a hopping energytM

0 523 eV. As the
atomic positions relax in the course of minimizing the e
ergy, the hopping parameterst change. Following Suet al.19

we assumet5t01adX where dX is the change in bond
length. For C-C, M -C, and M -M bonds, aC,C54.125,
aC,M52.5, andaM ,M53.0 eV/Å . We calculate the current
voltage characteristics of six- and seven-atom inhomo
neous and homogeneous chains, allowing the atoms to r
in both the presence and absence of a bias voltage.

In Fig. 2, the calculated site charges2e(N̄i2Ni
0) are

shown for bias voltages of 0, 1, and 2 V. For the homog
neous chains@Figs. 2~a!,~b!# each atom is neutral at 0 V. A
higher bias, a charge density wave~CDW! forms in both the

FIG. 1. Schematic of atomic wires bonded to ideal meta
leads.~a! Atomic configuration of homogeneous wire.~b! Atomic
configuration of inhomogeneous wire~note the inclusion of meta
atoms on the ends to model charge transfer between the me
contacts and the atomic wire!.
8-3
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ELDON G. EMBERLY AND GEORGE KIRCZENOW PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 125318
six- and seven-atom chains. The CDW arises from a su
position of standing electron waves20,21 in the wire. The re-
laxed atomic positions are the lateral positions of the sy
bols in each graph. The vertical lines show the relax
positions at 0 V; the unrelaxed positions match the ticks
the z axis. At 0 V the six-atom chain dimerizes while th
seven-atom chain has a frustrated dimerization pattern
higherV, the weakening of some bonds amplifies the sta
ing waves and CDW’s. The inhomogeneous chains@Figs.
2~c!,~d!# show similar features although the CDW’s a
present even at 0 V and there is a net transfer of charge f
the metal contacts to these wires. The atoms at the end
the chains in Figs. 2~c!,~d! are metal electrode atoms. The
metal atoms are positively charged as charge is transfe
from them to the chain. For the six-atom chain, this cha
transfer at the ends of the chain frustrates the CDW, an
charged soliton forms. At 0 V the soliton is at the center
the chain. It moves away from the more negatively charg
end of the chain at larger bias. The soliton is associated w
a stretched bond. For both inhomogeneous chains, the
considerable weakening of the bond between the chain
drain at higher bias. This will be seen to have an import
effect on the current flowing through the wire.

These charging and conformational changes are
mately linked to the transport of electrons through the wir
The voltage-dependent transmission probabilities for 0
and 2 V are shown in Fig. 3. Consider first the case of z
bias and odd atom chains@Figs. 3~b!,~d!#. In isolation these
chains have an odd number of valence electrons~in this case
seven! which occupy molecular orbitals, the highest occ
pied molecular orbital~HOMO! being half filled. In an open

FIG. 2. Site charges2e@N̄i(Ri)2Ni
0# in units of e and atomic

positions ~Å! for different voltages. Circle50 V, square51 V,
triangle52V. ~a!,~b! six- and seven-atom homogeneous wire.~c!,~d!
six- and seven-atom inhomogeneous wire.
12531
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system if this orbital were well belowEF it would have to be
completely filled and if it were well above theEF it would be
completely empty. Both situations lead to unfavorable cha
ing of the wire. Thus the HOMO must beat EF and trans-
mission resonances due to the HOMO can be seen atEF
5210 eV in the two graphs.@The HOMO of the inhomo-
geneous wire is more than half full due to charge trans
from the contacts. Thus the center of the 0 V HOMO res
nance in Fig. 3~d! is slightly belowEF .# The six-atom inho-
mogeneous chain also has a resonance nearEF at zero bias
@Fig. 3~c!#. This can be explained similarly because there
charge transfer which must go to a partly filled state n
EF . This partly filled state leads to the charged soliton
Fig. 2~c!. However, the six-atom homogeneous chain has
resonance atEF at 0 V @Fig. 3~a!# since there is no unpaire
electron and no charge transfer at zero bias. Indeed,
energetically favorable for this chain to dimerize at 0
pushing its HOMO lower in energy and widening the g
aroundEF . This explains why there are resonances atEF at
zero bias for some of the systems but not for others. Cha
transfer also explains why there are resonances atEF for all
of the chains at nonzero bias: All of the wires become pa
charged at nonzero bias. Thus all of them must have a pa
filled level at nonzero bias and this level must be nearEF .
For the six-atom homogeneous chain, a significant rearran
ment of its atomic positions is required to generate this s
nearEF . ~The appearance of fewer resonances than atom
the chain in some plots is due to degeneracy of some of
transmitting states.!

The current vs voltage characteristics calculated fr
these transmission probabilities are shown in Fig. 4. Th

FIG. 3. Voltage-dependent transmission probability at 0~solid
line!, 1 ~dashed!, and 2 V~dash-dotted!. ~a!,~b!: six- and seven-atom
homogeneous wire.~c!,~d!: six- and seven-atom inhomogeneo
wire.
8-4
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CURRENT-DRIVEN CONFORMATIONAL CHANGES, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 125318
physical meaning is as follows: At moderate and high b
the resonance nearEF carries the net current through th
wire. As the bias increases the wire becomes charged an
Coulomb potential due to that charge raises the energy o
resonant state until the bottom edge of the resonanc
above the electrochemical potential of the drain. Before
occurs the resonance transmits electrons coming from

FIG. 4. Calculated current vs voltage for~a! homogeneous wires
and ~b! inhomogeneous wires atT5100 K.
r,

an

J.
n

ett

c.

r-

12531
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the source and drain. As the bias increases there are fe
electrons from the drain and more from the source go
through the resonance, so the current is growing. Eventu
there are no electrons from the drain going through the re
nance and the current saturates. It then declines and neg
differential resistance sets in because the stretching
weakening of bonds inhibits electron transmission throu
the wire.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have presented theoretical work that u
fies nonlinear transport, charging, and conformational cha
in molecular wires. We have shown that the effects of cha
ing and conformational change can be understoodtogetherin
terms of a remarkably robust physical mechanism of non
ear transport, and predict negative differential resistanc
high bias. One class of molecular wires that we have m
eled ~the homogeneous wires! is representative of chains o
metal atoms connecting metallic contacts such as have
cently been realized in the laboratory for the case
gold.22,23Experiments carried out to determine whether the
systems exhibit negative differential resistance at high b
would be of interest.
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